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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 My name is Jeremy Head.  I am a landscape architect.  

1.2 My business premises are located in a shared office environment with 

three other independent professionals, one of whom is Andrew Craig, 

also a Landscape Architect.  I am aware that Mr Craig previously 

assisted Cathedral City Development Limited (CCDL) during the 

preparation of the submission.   

1.3 My experience includes preparing and presenting landscape evidence in 

both Council Hearings and the Environment Court.  Most of my work 

since graduation and to date has involved landscape assessment and 

design at various scales nationwide.  I have been instrumental in the 

preparation and design of several outline development plans for 

subdivisions at various residential densities throughout New Zealand.  

I have also taught regularly and am currently teaching part time into 

the landscape architecture programme at Lincoln University. 

1.4 In preparing this evidence I have reviewed: 

(a) The reports and statements of evidence of other experts giving 

evidence relevant to my area of expertise, including: 

(i) Landscape advice note accompanying the submission 

(Andrew Craig, 29 June 2015); 

(ii) Submission (prepared by Aston Consultants, June 2015), 

including the Concept Plan for rezoning the site (prepared 

by Fox and Associates – Figure 1); and 

(iii) Planning evidence for CCDL (Fiona Aston). 

1.5 I have read and agree to comply with Code of Conduct for Expert 

Witnesses (Environment Court Practice Note 2014).  This evidence is 

within my area of expertise except where I state that I am relying on 

facts or information provided by another person.  I have not omitted to 

consider material facts known to me that might alter or detract from the 

opinions that I express. 
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1.6 My involvement in this site extends only as far as this submission is 

concerned. I understand that the 6.8 hectare site is zoned Rural Hills 

(RuH).  I understand that the site has a “Significant Landscape” 

overlay1.  I have visited the site and also viewed the site from above in 

Victoria Park and from further afield on Huntsbury spur located to the 

east of the site.  I concur with the landscape character description in 

Andrew Craig’s landscape advice note and in the interests of brevity, 

see no reason to elaborate further.    

1.7 With regards to rezoning this site, there are only two fundamental 

(landscape) questions in my opinion that need to be addressed - 

firstly: 

(a) Is there any reason that would impede rezoning of the site, and 

secondly; 

(b) How would the proposed rezoning promote a sustainable and 

appropriate design outcome for the site and city. 

2. SCOPE OF EVIDENCE 

2.1 My evidence relates to [Issue 14: Submissions seeking rezoning of 

land in the Statement of Issues (August 2015)]. 

3. THE PROPOSAL 

3.1 The landscape outcome for the site is anticipated to be up to ten 

dwellings and minimal roading infrastructure set inside a substantial 

vegetated belt that would be vested as Council reserve (Figure 1).  

Furthermore, given the 1500m2 section sizes, it is likely that large 

garden areas including taller vegetation cover would develop within 

the ten lots over time.  Private plantings would essentially merge with 

the peripheral planting framework, and give the entire site the 

appearance of a highly natural setting where built forms were 

ultimately subservient to abundant natural elements and open space.  

The two northernmost lots would abut existing residential development 

at Harry Ell Drive essentially extending Cashmere’s urban hill pattern 

upwards.  

                                                

1
 Stage 3 Planning Map 51. 
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3.2 In addition to the peripheral planting framework, a no-build covenant 

area is proposed around the outer edge of the developable lots.  This 

will further ensure that any buildings are set well back from the 

proposed public reserve and beyond that, to the adjacent Open Space 

Natural and Rural Port Hills zones.  Proposed planting would include 

indigenous plant species once found naturally occurring in the area.  A 

swathe of selected pines would be retained around the edges of the 

site where they would perform a “nurse crop” role benefitting the 

establishment process of the new indigenous planting, and also 

provide an immediate buffer to development within.  Over time the 

intention is that the pines would be gradually managed out of the 

reserve.  

3.3 An informal walkway currently connecting Harry Ell Drive to Victoria 

Park would be improved and formed and included as part of the 

proposed public reserve on its western side.  While walkability across 

the northwestern corner of the site is possible now via this track, the 

proposal would provide for a much higher amenity experience arising 

from pine and weed species removal, replaced with substantial 

indigenous planting. 
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Figure 1. 

3.4 My evidence addresses the following topics and how the 

proposed rezoning and development in accordance with 

the Concept Plan would impact each: 

(a) Contiguousness with adjacent zoning patterns; 

(b) Degree of impact on Significant Landscape layer; 

(c) Congruity with the location; 
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(d) Landform backdrop; 

(e) Elevation of the site; 

(f) Current degree of modification of the site; 

(g) Current degree of visual complexity within the site; 

(h) Presence of natural or physical boundaries; 

(i) Maintenance of a clear urban/rural boundary; and 

(j) Overall extent of the proposed changes to the site. 

4. ASSESSMENT 

Contiguousness with adjacent zoning patterns 

4.1 Rezoning of the site would essentially relocate Cashmere Hill’s urban 

boundary further uphill on the spur.  This can be best shown in Figure 

2.  As the proposal is appended to existing development at Harry Ell 

Drive, and also maintains the general wisdom of developing on the 

broader parts of the Port Hills spurs, contiguousness with adjacent 

urban patterns is strong. 

Degree of impact on Significant Landscape layer 

4.2 The site is located within a Significant Landscape layer (SLL).  The 

Christchurch Replacement District Plan (pRDP) lists the following 

matters with respect to the SLL under 9.2.2 Policies - Outstanding 

Natural Features and Landscapes, Significant Features and 

Landscapes and Natural Character in the Coastal Environment: 

9.2.2.4 Significant Landscapes 

a. Recognise, maintain and enhance the qualities of 

significant landscapes. These qualities are: 

ii. Port Hills: 

A. An important visual backdrop to Christchurch. 
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B. A major recreation resource for the city’s 

residents and visitors 

b. Maintain and enhance the qualities of the significant 

landscape by: 

i. Avoiding development that breaks the skyline, 

including the crater rim, ridgelines on Banks 

Peninsula and radial spurs of the Port Hills. 

ii. Restricting visually prominent uses and 

development. 

iii. Ensuring subdivision, use and development does 

not result in over domestication of the landscape.  

iv. (not applicable) 

v. Enabling pastoral farming activities which contribute 

to rural landscape character of Banks Peninsula. 

vi. Managing or avoiding specific activities and 

adverse effects as set out in policy 9.2.2.7. 

4.3 In my opinion, other than the fact that the site is zoned rural and is 

unbuilt, it would be considered ‘significant’ only at the lower end of the 

scale. The site forms part of the visual backdrop to Christchurch, but 

only a very small part.  Due to its gently sloping nature and proximity 

to existing and significant urban development its contribution to a 

visual backdrop is minor. Nor could the site be considered a major 

recreation resource due to its private ownership. 

  

https://proposeddistrictplan.ccc.govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?HID=36231
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4.4 Notwithstanding the above, the proposal includes a substantial 

vegetated belt that would serve to minimise the effect of any buildings 

that might break the ridgeline. The spur where the site is located on is 

one of the Port Hill’s ‘radial spurs’. And due to the location of the site, 

dwellings would be visible breaking above the ridgeline particularly 

when viewed from the east (Figure 2). However, locating a structure 

anywhere on a hill landform (other than in very exceptional 

circumstances2) cannot avoid breaking a ridgeline from somewhere. 

To reduce this effect, a swathe of pines will be retained around the 

periphery of the site. 

Figure 2 View of the site from Westview Place, Huntsbury Spur. Note existing 

development below the site (to the right) on Harry Ell Drive, Scarff Place and 

Longhurst Terrace. Development of the site would essentially move this 

urban edge further up the spur. Note pines, many of which would be retained 

around the periphery of the site. 

4.5 The amount of proposed development is relatively small, therefore it 

would not be visually prominent, or appear as ‘over-domestication’ of 

the landscape. 

Congruity with the location 

4.6 The urban density being sought is essentially a small-scale rural 

residential style appropriate to the hills urban fringe environment 

(essentially an LHB zoning). Existing residential density in the older 

suburbs, such as Cashmere Hills is typified with occasional larger 

homes set within complementary large gardened sections “salt and 

peppered” amongst other smaller and sometimes newer development. 

The visual outcome of this is positive, where housing density varies. 

This is helped through vegetation patterns which are also able to vary 

                                                

2
 Such as within a very tight valley or ‘bowl’, or quarry site. 
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(larger lots typically provide for greater vegetation variety and tree 

size). In contrast, and often in more recently zoned areas, smaller 

sized sections have given rise to a monotonous housing density 

pattern. Recent development below the site on Harry Ell Drive is an 

example of this scenario. The proposal avoids this by proposing an 

enclave where the ten lots would comprise larger sized sections than 

those nearby. For this reason, and by providing a positive contrast to 

adjacent urban development a compatibility is achieved with the 

broader Cashmere Hills urban pattern.    

Landform backdrop 

4.7 The site can be seen from the city. From this viewpoint, where most 

observers of the site would be located, a landform backdrop is readily 

achieved. From viewpoints to the east on Huntsbury spur, proposed 

dwellings will break the skyline – due to their location on a broad spur 

crest (Figure 2). This would be lessened by the buffering effect of the 

retained pines in the foreground and lessened further over time as 

other vegetation patterns established in the reserve and on private 

lots. From closer viewpoints some dwellings will not have a landform 

backdrop. However, this is not unusual in the contextual setting where 

steep angling views can be achieved from public viewpoints (e.g. 

roads) where they are located below houses.  

Elevation of the site 

4.8 The site extends just above the 260m contour3 which would be the 

highest point of urban development on the Cashmere spur4. Of note 

the adjacent urban development at Harry Ell Drive extends to the 

240m contour. And so the reality is that due to the site’s gently rolling 

spur location, it is not significantly higher than the current upper urban 

extent nearby. This is clear from CBD based views where the existing 

upper limit of urban development would appear to “rise” fractionally, 

given the relative flatness of the site. 

                                                

3
 Freshmap cadastral software. 

4
 Of note, the highest point of urban development on the Port Hills is at Upper Major 

Hornbrook Road on Mount Pleasant (320m contour). 
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Current degree of modification of the site 

4.9 The original silver tussock ecosystem5 has been gradually displaced 

with exotic pasture species through farming, and latterly through 

comprehensive forestry practices. The once broad, largely open and 

gently rolling spur is now almost completely covered in Pinus radiata. 

Currently many of the trees are at or beyond their viable use6 and 

many have been toppled in storms or earthquakes (Figure 3). 

Amongst the standing and fallen trees are several native colonising 

species such as poroporo (Solanum laciniatum). And so while the site 

exhibits an almost completely different vegetated cover as to what 

naturally occurred here, the site remains unbuilt. For this reason the 

degree of modification of the site is considered ‘moderate’7.  

 

Figure 3 View of the site looking southwards and ‘uphill’, from the clearing at the site’s 

northern end. Note wind thrown trees and general condition of site. 

4.10 Rezoning of the site would result in a ‘high’ degree of modification. 

This would arise from the clearance of the majority of the pines, 

resultant built forms, roading infrastructure and the subsequent 

lessening of generic rural patterns including forestry tree cover. 

However, the proposed Concept Plan would promote a positive 

outcome where substantial indigenous vegetation patterns would be 

re-introduced to the site. This can be shown in the Concept Plan 

(Figure 1).   

                                                

5
 From ‘Indigenous Ecosystems of Otautahi Christchurch Set 4’, Lucas Associates, 

June 1997. 
6
 As indicated by the landowner (Evidence of Mike Neilson dated 27 August 2015). 

7
 A ‘high’ degree of modification would be if the site was e.g. fully urban.  
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Current degree of visual complexity within the site 

4.11 The current degree of visual complexity within the site can be 

described as “low”. Essentially the site is more or less fully clothed in 

plantation forest with a relatively small cleared area at its northern 

extent (Figure 1). Change to an urban zoning will increase the site’s 

visual complexity which will be noticeable. As the site is located on a 

hill, it can be viewed from afar, however as the landform is convex, the 

site cannot be seen in totality other than from the CBD well to the 

north. Nearer the site, only parts of the development would be seen 

from any one viewpoint.  

4.12 As already intimated, the existing appearance of the site is wild, 

chaotic and other than the small clearing, is ‘choked’ with trees, which 

gives it a foreboding presence. In terms of rural amenity, the site rates 

at the lower end of the scale. This is largely due to the presence of the 

pine plantation, and its current condition - which is poor. While the 

visual complexity following implementation of the Concept Plan will 

increase, it is anticipated that post-development, overall amenity will 

be higher than it is now. This will be contributed to by the removal of 

much of the pine plantation (characterised as a dark green 

monoculture), and ultimately, full replacement with substantial 

indigenous planting. The relatively low density of built development will 

also allow for substantial areas of open space and planting. A mosaic 

of planting, open space and relatively few buildings will characterise 

the site over time. 

Presence of natural or physical boundaries 

4.13 Due to the site’s location on a convex crest, natural and physical 

boundaries are determined by slope rather than by physical elements. 

These types of boundaries are however, weak.  East of the site, the 

land falls away sharply terminating at a line of rock bluffs. To the south 

of and above the site, the spur continues on a similar gradient through 

Victoria Park (note there is no significant change in slope). The 

strongest boundary therefore is the vegetation cover which extends 

around the site boundaries now, and so the edge of the pines is a 
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clear marker as to where the three remaining edges of the site are (the 

fourth edge is where the site abuts urban development to the north).  

4.14 Following development of the concept plan, the pines in the centre of 

the site will be “hollowed out” essentially leaving a swathe of retained 

pines around the edge of the site. These trees will be augmented with 

additional indigenous planting which will serve to provide an abrupt 

natural edge to the open grassland areas beyond the site. It is 

proposed that this vegetated belt be vested as reserve, which will 

ensure this upper boundary to the urban hills will endure.      

Overall extent of the proposed changes (within the site context)  

4.15 The overall extent of proposed changes are considered to be ‘minor’. 

The site covers 6.8 hectares, however the area proposed to be 

privately owned is much less at around 3.6 hectares (approximately 

53% of the site area). This relatively minor addition of ten lots would 

go largely unnoticed, and would increase the area of urban 

development in the contextual area by a negligible degree.  

5. CONCLUSION  

5.1 Current rural landuse within the site appears not particularly 

productive. Landscape character and amenity are considered low to 

moderate largely due to the site’s “wildness” and the fact that it is 

unbuilt.    

5.2 The landscape outcome for the type of development allowed for in the 

ODP would allow for a high amenity, low density urban environment. 

An abrupt transition to adjacent highly natural and typically expansive 

Port Hills landscapes would arise from retained and additional 

vegetation. Natural patterns and indigenous vegetation cover would be 

reintroduced to the site. A walking track would be incorporated forming 

connections between Harry Ell Drive and Victoria Park (Figure 1). 

5.3 The form of the proposal would not constitute an isolated pocket of 

development nor appear sporadic. Development of the site would 

append existing urban development. The net effect would essentially 

relocate Cashmere’s urban boundary slightly further uphill.  
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5.4 While development of the site in accordance with the Concept Plan 

would present substantial changes to the landscape character of the 

site itself, these changes would for the most part, be positive. 

Significant areas of new planting using indigenous species would be 

re-introduced and a large area of potentially problematic8 pines would 

be removed. 

5.5 In answer to the two questions in paragraph 1.7, and as per the above, 

there is no (landscape) reason which would impede rezoning of the 

site. The proposal includes reintroducing a significant number of 

indigenous plant species back to the site. Essentially, development of 

the site in accordance with the Concept Plan would represent a 

positive landscape outcome, when compared to the status quo 

(plantation forestry). Overall, it is my opinion that a sustainable and 

appropriate design outcome for the site and for Christchurch would be 

achieved.  

 

Jeremy Everett Head 

27 August 2015 

                                                

8
 I understand that there is difficulty in gaining access through reasonably narrow 

residential streets to transport cut timber. Presumably this will become worse over 
time as the trees continue to grow. Pine seedlings can pose a threat to areas of 
indigenous vegetation. 
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